Dadi Janki (Thurs, 15 May, Om Shanti Bhawan)
We are the blessed children who have the Father's compassion, the
Teacher's mercy and the Satguru's good wishes on us. The Father showed
His compassion in taking us out of hell and seating us beside Him. The
Teacher is holding a merciful vision that His children should study well,
and the Satguru keeps good wishes that we remain sensible enough to
give regard to shrimat.
For over 50 years, Dadi has followed the custom of taking a determined
thought on the day of the Satguru, and has seen that our honesty and
determination can make every pure thought become a reality. To
understand the importance of Satguruvar, it's necessary to check that you
are not under any bad omens or inhibited by obstacles. To be free from
obstacles, stay clear of negative thoughts; renounce carelessness in order
to be safe from bad omens.
When time, money, resources, thoughts are saved and used well, success
and Baba become my constant companions. When we make efforts for the
self, do service and care for the spiritual family with a true heart,
success follows us wherever we go. Moreover, the souls who we become
instrument to serve also experience success in their lives.
Dadi Janki is in Madhuban till 23rd morning, as Dadi has to inaugurate the
Media Conference in Gyan Sarovar. Dadi leaves for London the same day
as Dadi has to specially attend Call-of-the Time Dialogue, and will be
returning to Bharat on 10th June.
Dadi has been meeting a beautiful variety of groups: Madhuban Heads of
Departments, group of brothers and sisters who specially serve in the
Accounts Department during the intense 3 months of Internal Audit,
teachers from Andhra Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh, Global Hospital niwasis
etc. Munnibehn too has been meeting different groups, inviting them to
sit for few minutes in Dadiji's room in Pandav Bhawan (where Dadiji lived
for over 30 years).

